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Rose Houk: The Rio de Flag Nature Trail begins outside the Museum of Northern Arizona on the north 

side of Flagstaff. The path starts by the flagpole at the museum’s main entrance, and drops down a 

cleft in a basalt flow into a shallow canyon of the Rio. There, you enter a sheltered microclimate — a 

lush ‘mini canyon’ with willows, Arizona grape, sumac, horsetail, and scouring rush. Poison ivy is 

common here too, so you’ll want to stay on the trail. At the top the trail’s a little steep and rocky at 

the top, so step cautiously. 

At a leisurely pace with plenty of stops, it’ll take you about an hour to make the half-mile loop. Before 

you start, you may want to pick up a printed trail guide inside the museum – and make a donation to 

the bird feeder fund! Once you’re back outside, take a minute to check out the bird feeders -- you 

might see a mountain chickadee, pygmy nuthatch or a white breasted nuthatches, also Lewis’s 

woodpeckers – and possibly one of the sapsuckers, says Jodi Griffith, who works at the museum and 

helped put together an updated bird list for this part of the Rio… 

JODI GRIFFITH: “You can sometimes, particularly in the spring, hear red-naped sapsuckers around the 

museum and they will be not very often visiting the feeders, but they will advertise their presence by 

drumming on the metal flashings on the roof. They are red, white and black. They have more red than 

the visiting Harry woodpeckers.  

RH: These sapsuckers resemble conventional hairy woodpeckers, except they have a vertical white 

stripe down their sides – and a bright red throat. And this is a real bright red – not some 

ornithologist’s exaggeration. You’ll also often see northern flickers at the feeders. The stand-outs 

though are the acorn woodpeckers and Lewis’s woodpeckers - when they’re around … 

GRIFFITH: “The Lewis’s are really dependent on where they can find snags to nest and just in recent years 

we’ve lost a couple of snags that they were reliant upon, so they’re negotiating with other species for 

other snags in the area. You know, it just depends on where they find a place and if they find a nearby 

snag they’ll use the feeders here at the front of the museum.”  

RH: You may already be familiar with acorn woodpeckers and their habits – but Jodi Griffith says that 

here at the museum they show an interesting twist on their acorn-storing behavior … 



GRIFFITH: “The acorn woodpeckers are actually taking peanuts from the feeder and tucking it into the 

basalt walls of the museum. The basalt is vesicular basalt so it has air pockets in it and they tap peanuts 

into those. Then of course the chipmunks come up and take the peanuts before the acorn woodpecker 

gets back to it. Actually there’s quite a lot of bickering back and forth between the peanut hoarders on 

the walls of the Museum of Northern Arizona.”  

GRIFFITH: “Starting in April we put up a hummingbird feeder and we get right away broad-tailed 

hummingbirds. And they established their territories and patterns of life. Then shortly after the Fourth of 

July, rufous hummingbirds arrive and they just blow apart all of the territories and everything. They 

pushed the broad tails off the hummingbird feeder to other feeders and we end up with a lot of rufous at 

the feeders, engaged in territorial battles. It’s quite amazing to see how fast they fly up to the feeder and 

leave and defend the feeder – it’s a hummingbird’s fest between two species here.” … ”The 

hummingbirds leave shortly after Labor Day, although sometimes for some reason a few seem to hang 

around into October. But usually most of the population moves on in their migration, after Labor Day.”  

RH: In warmer months, keep your eyes open for lizards by the edge of the canyon in the first hundred 

feet down the trail. Plateau fence lizards are the most common species here — the adults are three to 

four inches long, with a rusty red stripe down each side, and brown backs. Both sexes may have bright 

blue on them too – often on their bellies which is why they’re sometimes called ‘blue bellies’. If you 

see one with a bright blue throat, that’s likely a male. If he’s doing ‘push-ups’ on the rocks – he’s 

probably defending his territory - trying to look bigger, stronger, and taller.  

There’s also short-horned lizards here. Though commonly called “horny toads,” they are lizards -- with  

flat, wide bodies with short stubby horn-like scales projecting from the back of their heads.  Their 

tannish gray-brown mottled coloration perfectly camouflages them against pine bark and needles. 

Cold-tolerant, these lizards hibernates during the fall and winter. The best time to see one is mid-

morning on warm summer days – the time when females give birth -- to as many as 48 babies! While 

adult short-horned lizards can be up to nearly five inches long – you’ll often see the one-to-two-inch 

youngsters later in summer — exact miniatures of the adults. These lizards feed mostly on ants – 

watch for them around ant hills.   

There’s a short side trail to your left towards the canyon bottom, which leads to a man-made pond 

fed by the spring at the McMillan homestead across the highway. It’s worth a quick detour to check 

for birds, says Jodi Griffith... 

GRIFFITH: “You can make yourself comfortable here & look for the birds. There is an elderberry type of 

bush that in the fall has fruits & you can see hermit thrushes and robins, perhaps some passing tanagers, 

yellow-rumped warblers will really like that, so those are some birds you can see at this pond feature 

particularly in the fall. It’s also nice in the spring for things like McGillivray’s warbler and Virginia’s 

warblers, red-faced warblers pass through also – in May. And they will actually nest just slightly upslope 

from here – they don’t nest here at our elevation, they will be moving on upslope. In some years we do 

get nesting McGillivray’s in this area.” 



RH: Once you reach the canyon floor, look for wax currant – birds love the fruits of this shrub. But it’s 

unlikely the Arizona grapes will be bearing fruit – there only seem to be male plants here. If it’s not a 

really wet year, the female plants often die. Directly below the flagpole and overlook, a seep trickles 

from the base of the rocks — it’s a lush spot where very occasionally wandering garter snakes have 

been seen – a subspecies of the common garter snake, they typically have large litters of 12 to 20 

young, born live in July through September. How much parental care is given is unknown and 

something of a puzzle to herpetologists.  

This little canyon has one big surprise – an endemic scorpion lives here, says museum biologist Larry 

Stevens: 

LARRY STEVENS: …“Most people don’t really think about scorpions too much in Flagstaff – but this 

species is a local endemic scorpion - the Wupatki scorpion was first discovered here – and is unique to 

this part of Northern Arizona & occurs in town & is even sometimes a problem in town. They occur as far 

out as Wupatki National Monument. But it’s a local endemic scorpion that lives right here in Flagstaff. 

And the Rio de Flag is an ideal habitat because they can live in the cracks in the basalt there. The 

Wupatki scorpion is a medium size – up to about 3” long or so, they’re a straw brown color, rather thick 

bodied. Their sting is not nearly as dangerous as other scorpions, it’s a very mild sting compared to other 

scorpions – still painful but usually not dangerous. The scorpions live in cracks in the rocks & are strictly 

nocturnal – you’ll only see them at night and one way to find them is walk around with a black (UV) light 

& under this light they glow blue-ish under a black light, so they’re really rather easy to see at night.” 

RH: You have a chance of seeing three different squirrels here – Abert’s and rock squirrels, and cliff  

chipmunks. Among larger mammals, there are mule deer -- and periodic sightings of gray foxes. But, 

birding probably gives the most rewarding wildlife watching opportunity here – especially among the 

willow thickets in the appropriate seasons. 

GRIFFITH: “My favorite things to see here are the warblers moving through in the spring and the fall. I’ve 

seen an olive sided flycatcher here. Occasionally MacGillivray’s warbler nest in the willows. They will nest 

just a few feet up in the branches of the willows and the male has great projection, he really puts his 

song out there. So when they are here you really hear them.”  

RH: Sometimes black-headed grosbeaks are about – the males are easy to identify with their mix of 

rusty orange and black. They sing beautifully too, but don’t stick around very long and are gone by 

August or early September.  Evening grosbeaks can show up here too – although their presence is 

unpredictable, reliant as they on the mast crop – and pine seeds in particular. But when they’re 

around, these large finches -- with big heads and bright yellow breasts -- flock to the feeders, airlifting 

sunflower seeds by the beak-load. That’s not all… 

GRIFFITH: “Western tanagers also nest in the nearby ponderosa pine forest – the male is striking in red, 

yellow, black and white and they have a somewhat burry song like a robin with a bit of hoarseness. I 

think of it as chisick-chisick-syrup-chisick is what I think they sound like. Another nesting birds here is 

Cordilleran flycatcher, they will often find a spot in the museum’s walls or in the lintels to build their 

nests. They nest here in the summer time. They sound like ‘sit wheat’ – something like that.”  



RH: Before you leave, don’t miss the part of the trail that leads to a tiny aspen grove in a small side 

canyon across the Rio. The aspens wouldn’t be growing here without the additional runoff upstream. 

It’s another good spot to look for warblers passing through on spring and fall migration - including 

warbling vireos on their way up or down to the San Francisco Peaks. Although just about the drabbest 

colored of all the vireos, the warbling vireo does have a nice buzzy, burry kind of a song.  

Outro 

You can easily combine the museum’s Rio de Flag Trail with a visit to neighboring Cheshire Wetlands  

just upstream. Be sure to listen to the watchable wildlife audio guide to that site too, before you go.  


